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Unit 4 Text Core/Foundation Reader 1: In the Garden
Theme The world around us Subtheme Kate’s garden
Genre Narrative Book band Core: Yellow; Foundation: Red
Sight words you, look, some, one, 

was, her, said, the, my, 
she, for, with, of, to

New words Core: garden, can, water, gave, plants, but, odd, bit, 
leaf, missing, did, nibble, bird, hopped, off, slug, slid, 
plan, hid, nibbled, carrot, net, just, rabbit, bush
Foundation: garden, water, plant, but, odd, bit, missing, 
did, nip, bird, hopped, off, slug, slid, plan, carrot, hid, 
rabbit, nipped, net, bunny

Phonics focus /g/, /u/, /o/, /l/ Comprehension 
strategies

Predicting, Clarifying, Making Connections 

Lesson 
resources

Starlight: Core Reader 1 (p. 43–56)
Starlight: Foundation Reader 1 (p. 43–56)
Starlight: Senior Infant Skills Book (p. 13–16)
Unit 4: Vocabulary lists (Core and Foundation)
Digital: Unit 4 Vocabulary Flashcards; Unit 4 sight word activity

Cross-
curricular links

Maths – Time: The children could sequence the life cycle of a plant.
Maths – Counting: The children could estimate and count sets of nature items, e.g. seeds, bulbs, 
buds, blooms and leaves.
SESE – Geography: The children could visit a local garden centre and observe the tasks and 
responsibilities of the people who work there.
SESE – Science: The children could plant their own sunfl ower seeds indoors or daffodil bulbs 
outdoors. They could also germinate vegetable seeds in jars on the windowsill, and/or put white fl owers 
(such as daisies or white roses) in vases of coloured water to observe how fl owers drink water.
Art: The children could make fl ower fairies. The fairies’ dresses are cut-outs of fl owers on the pages of 
a gardening magazine, and the children draw the bodies of the fairies.
PE: The children could do a nature walk in the local park, observing fl owers and the other signs of spring.

Games/
Activities

Game: Paper fl ower craft games.
Songs: ‘Five Little Flowers’ by The Kiboomers (YouTube).
Books: The Tiny Seed by Eric Carle (read-aloud version on YouTube) and
Scarlette Beane by Karen Wallace.

Aistear Links Sociodramatic play: The children could use plastic pots, seed baskets, plastic trowels and spades and 
a cash register to recreate a garden centre.
Small World: The children could create a park – including fl ower beds, grassy areas, a pond and a 
playground – in the small world area for the small fi gures to play in.
Construction: The children could use recycled materials (e.g. cereal boxes, colourful paper scraps and 
cardboard tubes) to construct plants in pots, which they sell in the garden centre.
Creative play: The children could create signs for the garden centre, showing the pictures and 
corresponding names of different fl owers.
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Differentiation Reading Teachers can differentiate by using either the Foundation or the Core reader.
A full list of levelled readers at a variety of book band levels for the theme of ‘The 
world around us’ can be found on p. 104 of the Teacher’s Guide. 

Writing All children carry out the same writing task (Starlight Skills Book p. 16). Writing is 
differentiated by outcome.

Assessment Running record – Unit 4, Core Reader 1: In the Garden
Running record – Unit 4, Foundation Reader 1: In the Garden

Reading outcomes

Element Learning 
outcome

The child should be able to …

Communicating LO 1 Enjoy reading and sharing their interpretation of a narrative
Understanding LO 3 Use correct word order when reading, and adhere to punctuation

Understand conventions of print, including what an illustrator does

LO 5 Recognise the sight words: you, look, some, one, was, her, said, the, my, she, 
for, with, of, to
Read a range of words containing short and long vowel sounds, and longer 
sentences
Use cues from pictures to read

LO 6 Acquire new vocabulary from a narrative (see new words lists)
Exploring and using LO 7 Understand that a narrative tells the reader a story

LO 8 and LO 9 Respond verbally to a simple narrative and ask and answer questions about 
main events and characters
Make predictions and inferences about a narrative
Make connections with a narrative
Clarify events in the narrative
Explain events in the narrative

LO 10 Read a narrative supported by illustrations, with improving pace, phrasing and 
fl uency 

Writing outcomes

Element Learning 
outcome

The child should be able to …

Communicating LO 1 Enjoy copying print, tracing and writing words and completing sentences
Understanding LO 3 Use correct word order and sentence structure most of the time

LO 4 Copy print
Write sight words independently
Write complete simple sentences 

LO 5 Use new vocabulary about the garden in their writing
Exploring and using LO 6 Draw and write about a garden, using different senses

LO 7 Use the topic of ‘The garden’ to write a simple text with support from their 
teacher

LO 9 Write upper- and lower-case letters confi dently
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